
Custom Software

Your Business is Unique.  

Your Software Should Be Too.
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W H AT  TO  E XP E CT

It’s a big step in the life, health, and growth of your business; but custom applications 
need to solve a business purpose and be used as intended. To achieve that, we follow 
a process that ensures alignment around a shared vision before initiating agile 
development.


Custom application development is a sign 
that things are moving in the right direction, 
that you’re growing, and that you’re just too 
big for off-the-shelf solutions. 


We start by defining the problem with a Design Thinking 
workshop. We gather your team’s insights and sort, prioritize, 
and define the problem and identify what your user really needs.

We move into finding the right solution by partnering with you 
to develop the product strategy and solution design. We test 
and iterate, starting with wireframes before beginning agile 
development.

We build and deploy the solution following an Agile development 
methodology. Our goal is to deliver value as quickly as possible 
through a regular deployment cadence, focused on highest 
priority features and functionality.



D E VO P S 

Optimize your time, money and resources, regardless of where 
you are in your product lifecycle or what device or platform you 
use. We can help you validate and execute your idea – without the 
expense of building something unproven. We’ll design and test a 
prototype to help utilize your budget more effectively.

C U STO M  D E VE LO P M E N T

T E C H N O LO GY  ST R AT E GY

Our tech-agnostic, cross-functional team will 
design and implement results-driven custom 
solutions to support your unique business needs. 
Our expertise ranges from secure and scalable 
SaaS products to legacy modernization for 
Fortune 500 companies and more.   

Our custom software development often 
includes the following components:

What you’ll get.

Accelerate your development cycle by minimizing costs and 
driving efficiency with our DevOps and QA Automation experts. 
We’ll help you get to market 4x faster and will work with your 
team to unify your software development, IT operations, and 
customer feedback.


Before we can turn your vision into a product, we’ll lay out a 
roadmap for success. Your product strategy will define not only 
what and how to build, but who to build it for and why. We’ll help you 
think through an exact definition of your customer, how they’d use 
the product, and how to make them successful repeat users.



Here are some of the solutions and capabilities that we’ve delivered to our clients:

Software solutions.

Other services.

Digital strategyConsulting


Mobile App development


Cloud deployment 


CI/CD pipeline automation 


Legacy system upgrades 


Customer experience design 


Platform redesign


Workflow and process automation


Data  A n a lys i s  &  E n g i ne e r i n g 

P r o d uct  St r at e gy  a nd  D e s i g n

When you are ready to translate complex data into powerful 
insights -  we'll get you there. Whether it's data engineering or 

BI reporting, we have the expertise to ensure you stay ahead of 
the competition.

We help our clients gain a deeper understanding of the people they 
serve while aligning tactics and technologies to serve them better. 
We leverage Design Thinking to stand in the shoes of your customers 
and create delightful experiences that inspire and engage.


s a l e s f o r c e  c o n s u lt i n g 
Whether you’re launching for the first time or need to re-implement 
to maximize your investments – we'll ensure you fully leverage out-
of-the box Salesforce capabilities while implementing the 
customization needed for your unique business requirements.

We can help you determine if Custom Software Development is a good fit for your 
company; Give us a call to schedule an assessment!
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